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About 
Fukugen 
Brewery

It has been 264 years since Fukugen Brewery started their 
sake business in local town in Nagano Prefecture, which 
overlooks the Northern Alps. Fukugen Brewery continues 
to this day to earnestly pursue “delicious sake brewing” 
today. Outstanding is their "aged sake" that they have 
worked with since the 1980s. Its full ripeness brings out a 
deep flavor.

What is unique about the brewery is that it does not have 
brewers who work all year round. They are engaged in 
farming such as making sake rice in spring, summer, and 
autumn, and they are in the warehouse only in the winter. 
In other words, Fukugen's sake is hand-made from the 
cultivation of sake rice by a group of masters who are 
familiar with both farming and sake brewing techniques. It 
can be said that the deliciousness of Fukugen's sake is 
protected by secret techniques that they have inherited 
since the Edo period.

Fukugen Brewery specializes in Aged Sake.



What is Aged 
Sake?

High-quality wines get even more flavorful 
after 10 or 20 years of aging. The same goes 
for Japanese sake. Fukugen Brewery aimed to 
making an "aged sake" that increases in flavor 
the more it is aged. At Fukugen, the moromi is 
squeezed, filtered, and pasteurized, then aged 
for 18 months for regular sake and 24 months 
for aged sake. It is said that this storage period 
gives various characteristics to the taste of 
sake.



Customization 
of Your Sake

Our aged sake with a rare flavor is a carefully 
selected sake that has been brewed since the 
1980s. 

We are a small brewery that continues to 
pursue the possibilities of handmade brewing, 
so they do not mass produce. That is why a 
small scale is useful. They can freely customize 
the taste according to your requests, such as 
assemblage (blend) and original etiquette 
(label).



Aged Sake Proposal

Aged Sake FUKUMIMI / Junmai Daiginjo
(Genshu)

Alc. 16%

The perfect sake made for aging from an 
established sake brewery in Japan. Made using 
white rice which had been milled so that 39% of 
grain remains. No added water. It is 
characterized by floral bouquet flavor and very 
delicated taste. Sake has not only deep taste 
but also sensitivity.



Aged Sake Plum-Wine Proposal

AZUMINO Aged Plum Wine Made with SAKE

Alc. 17%

Sake plum wine, you have never tasted. Plum wine made 
with undiluted sake, which is rare even in Japan. Nutrious
plums grown at the foot of Japanese Northern Alps are 
soaked in undiluted sake, to make this refreshing plum 
wine. Although brewing plum wine with undiluted sake is 
technically difficult, it makes its taste much more mellow. 
In addition to that, years of aging make the plum juice 
well exude into the plum wine, making its honey sweet 
taste incomparable. We promise to deliver nothing but 
just delicious and healthful plum wine to you.



Original Bottle

We can make original bottle made in 
Japan and shipped directly, and 
freshly to your place.

Even original blending of sake ( for 
example, blending of ginjo and dai-
ginjo) is open to you. Please ask for 
details.  

Your Original 
Label


